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```
   CCCC7 CCCC
   CCCC7 CCCC
   CCC C7 C CCC
   DDD Domain
   CCC C7 C CCC
   DDD Domain
   CCC C7 C CC
   DDD Domain
   C                          Cm                          Cm
   The minute we drew up the box,
   Cm                     AbMaj7
   it was clear this was a class of distinction a
   D
   real core concept.
   G
   Domain Models
   Cm
   so refined,
   G
   can drive your business value
   G
   to the end of the line.
   G                          Cm                          Cm
   We’re drawing a link from that box
   Cm                        AbMaj7          D D
   to another for a key relationship
   Cm
   Domain Models! (Domain Models!)
   AbMaj7       G
   Dri --------- ve
   G                          C      CCC7 CCC
   some business value with me.
   CCCC C7 C CCC
   DDD Domain
   CCC C7 C CCC
   DDD Domain
   CCC C7 C CC
   DDD Domain
   C                          Cm                          Cm
   At one of the ends of a link
   Cm                     AbMaj7
   between our boxes we can put little numbers
   D
   and special symbols.
```
Mul-ti-plicities

Can be shown.

Collections can be attributes

when they are known.

So let me get right to the point:

Domain concepts should have names clients understand

Domain Models! (Domain Models!)

Dri---------ve

some business value with me.

And so to the untrained eye

the model might seem to have a lot of mess and boxes

and annotations.

Keep user inter-

-faces away! Put them

in another layer

for another day.

So if we now start from our Domain Models

we can design our software to maintain and extend
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Cm
Domain Models! (Domain Models!)
AbMaj7    G
Dri ------- ve
AbMaj7    G
Dri ------- ve
AbMaj7    G
Dri ---------------------- ve
G C CCC7 CCC
some business value with me.
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